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Welcome to the Wild Woman
Weekly newsletter!

I am so excited to connect each
week and share with you cycle
wisdom tips, mantras & rituals,
hormone healthy products, and
general witchy sh*t to help you
awaken the wild woman within!

This newsletter is a sacred, wild
respite from all the noise &
*influencing* (#barf) on social
media. 

My soul has been craving, dreaming, longing for this space for quite
awhile now. If you've been feeling the same way too, I'm glad you've
found us. 

Welcome home.

Hello!

xoxo, Brandy
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As we usher in the spring season I am reminded how much changes simply as we shift

into a new season - our energy, social life, foods we crave, extracurricular activities, &

so much more. Moving from winter to spring we tend to find ourselves feeling more

energetic, more socially active, craving fresher foods & seasonal treats (I'm looking at

you delicious ice cream cones!), and are excited to plan new trips and work projects.

We shift with the seasons. No brainer, right?

And yet as the phases (aka seasons) of our menstrual cycle change from week to week

we resist it. We try to do the same things at the same time on the same day of every

week. Same foods. Same exercise routine. Same busy, hectic schedule. 

If we don't expect the same things of our bodies each season of the year, then why do

we expect the same things of our bodies each season of our cycle?

This week's issue of WILD WOMAN WEEKLY is all about how to live in alignment with

the phases of your cycle and, quite literally, go with the flow.

by Brandy Oswald

WEEKLY UPDATE
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 2nd week is when the body is

gearing up for ovulation. This

phase varies in length and can be

quite long in cycles with delayed

ovulation.

Ovulatory Phase - The week

leading up to and just following

ovulation. Ovulation itself is a 24

hour event, but the energy of

ovulation can be felt the week

leading up.

Luteal Phase - Ovulation to the

day before the period begins. In a

healthy cycle this phase is 10-16

days long. Crucial for pregnancy

achievement and relief of pms.
The 1st step to live in alignment with your cycle is

to know what the phases of the menstrual cycle

are AND how to use cycle tracking to identify

which phase you're in on any given day.

Menstruation - The FIRST day of every new cycle

is the FIRST day of your period. That's right, your

period is not the end of your cycle, but rather the

beginning. Menstruation is when the uterine

lining sheds and leaves the body via our periods.

This phase should be 3-7 days in length.

Follicular Phase - From day 1 of your period

until ovulation. The first week is your period. The

The Phases Of The
Menstrual Cycle
by Brandy Oswald

CYCLE WISDOM
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DID YOU HEAR?

YES, PLEASE!

Trans people & adoptive moms
can breastfeed their newborn
babies.

For real. It's called inducing
breastfeeding and requires hormonal
medications, but can be possible.
How freaking cool is that!?!

Learn more about breastfeeding an
adopted baby here and trans
chest/breastfeeding here.

WAIT, WHAT?!

I'm currently training to become
a certified labor doula, childbirth
educator, and lactation educator!
Curious about my growing
pregnancy services? Message me on
Instagram @sauvagewellness

Earth Day is coming up on April
22nd which makes now a great time
to start the shift towards a waste-
free, sustainable period! Get $5 off
any Glad Rags pad or cup purchase
using the code: SAUVAGE5

https://www.llli.org/breastfeeding-info/adoption/#:~:text=You%20might%20be%20able%20to,hours%2C%20before%20the%20baby%20comes.
https://www.llli.org/breastfeeding-info/transgender-non-binary-parents/


THE SEASONS OF THE MENSTRUAL CYCLE
B Y  B R A N D Y  O S W A L D

Did you know that the phases of
the menstrual cycle are A LOT
like the seasons of nature
energetically? Or that the
phases of our cycle require us
to shift throughout the month
just as we would shift our
activities & expectations with
each new season? It's true!
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WITCHY SH*T

Winter - Menstruation Phase -
The shedding of old growth. The
energy of hibernation - staying
at home, snuggling up, little
movement. Hearty foods.

Spring - Follicular Phase - The
rebirth. Begin growing a new
uterine lining. Gaining energy.

Craving fresh foods, movement,
& socializing.

Summer - Ovulation - Peak
fertility! High energy. "Do all the
things" vibe. 

Autumn - Luteal Phase - The
winding down. Craving slower
movement & a slower schedule.
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TRACKING

ESSENTIALS

Cycle Tracking 101

My Cycle Tracking 101 training is
PERFECT for anyone who is looking
to start tracking their cycle and
start living in alignment with each
cycle phase.

This training is only available in the
Sauvage Sisterhood Membership
Community. Registration closes
TONIGHT!

CYCLE

Paper Cycle Tracking Chart

Access the Sauvage Wellness paper
tracking chart inside the Membership
Community, as well! *No, I do NOT
recommend using an app... ever.

Temp Drop Thermometer

Record your temperature without even
waking up! ((Full disclosure, I still use
my trusty old school oral thermometer,
but my clients love Temp Drop.))

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership


P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Okay, spoiler alert, living in alignment with the

phases of your cycle only works IF you actually slow

down enough to notice which day of your cycle

you're on, which phase you're in, & how you need

to move forward in order to honor where your

body is at.

And, unfortunately, our chaotic Western society is

not set up to promote slowing down to connect

with our bodies, let alone redesigning our weeks to

align better with our cycles. 

What does that mean then? That we have to

become our own cycle synching advocate!
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WEEKLY RITUAL

Menstrual Monday

Every Monday is the Sauvage

Sisterhood Membership

Community is Menstrual

Monday.

This is when we PAUSE at the

start of our week to acknowledge

where we're at in our cycle and

create a plan for the week that

honors the current phase of our

cycle.

It's a shift. It's a new way of doing

things. And, it's a total game-

changer!

Schedule
Menstrual

Monday in your
calendar for
next week!

By Brandy Oswald

https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership


Weekly Mantra

Go with the
flow.
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(of your cycle, obvs!)
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Want to be featured in  Wi ld Woman Weekly?  Message me at :
sauvagewel lness.com/contact

SAUVAGE SISTERHOOD
MEMBERSHIP
Spring enrollment closes
TONIGHT!
TELL ME MORE ➤ 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE MEMBERSHIP COMMUNITY

> Cycle Tracking 101 intensive - Everything you'll need to know to start
tracking AND charting your cycle ASAP!

> Cycle Syncing for Wild Woman - How to align your cycle with the moon,
boost fertility, & balance irregular cycles

GET THE FULL DETAILS➤ 

WILD WOMAN NEWS

http://instagram.com/sauvagewellness
http://www.sauvagewellness.com/blog
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership
https://www.sauvagewellness.com/membership


DISCLAIMER: All information in this guide is presented as an educational
resource and is NOT medical advice. By reading this newsletter you also
recognize that neither Brandy Oswald, Sauvage Wellness, or any of our
employees are doctors, nurses, physicians, psychotherapists, or in anyway
licensed medical practitioners and neither Sauvage Wellness nor Brandy
Oswald has promised, or will: (1) provide medical advice; (2) provide 100%
effective birth control options; (3) provide 100% effective pregnancy
achievement options; or (4) heal any or all hormonal health symptoms. This
guide is a specialized form of education and is not the same as professional
or licensed medical advice and intervention; and you recognize that it is your
responsibility to seek such services from a licensed professional. Even as a
trained fertility awareness instructor and coach, I am not a medical provider
and do not give medical advice. All information provided in this guide is of a
general nature and is intended only for educational purposes to help with
your personal health improvement goals and should not be relied on as
medical advice. Always consult a physician with any health concerns and  prior
to changing your lifestyle, birth control, or prescription medicine routine. 


